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Scottish Winter 2006 ..2007

The Scottish winter season started slowly, and poor weather and variable
conditions persisted until March. Despite this there were some

remarkable routes climbed, with many teams perfectly poised to snatch
impressive ascents during the short weather windows. Winter climbing is
becoming increasingly popular, and the number of skilled and experienced
climbers is increasing year on year. Standards are being pushed, and this
year saw the greatest number of new Grade VlIls ever climbed in a season
before. The majority of these were climbed on sight. Style and ethics have
become as important as technical difficulty, and climbing routes ground
up on the first attempt is of paramount importance. HigWighted below are
snapshots of some key ascents that give a flavour of the activity throughout
the season. They range from the remote and exploratory to the higWy
technical, and from serious mixed climbs to fragile ice routes.

Northern Highlands
A high pressure over Scandinavia, sucking cold winds in from the north, is
every winter climber's dream. And when it happens in the second week of
February after a major snowfall, you know you're in for something special.
The Northern Highlands are the place to be in such weather, and this year,
as the temperature dropped and conditions came good, several teams raced
up to the north-west to put some long sought-after projects into action.

In the flurry of routes climbed during a frantic week, the standout climb
was perhaps the easiest. A winter ascent of Marathon Ridge (Ill, 4) on Beinn
Lair had been in many climbers' sights for years, but the 18km approach
had put off all suitors to date. The 3km-long north face rises up to 400m in
height, and is said to be the largest cliff of schist in Britain. Scattered along
its length are a mere 20 summer climbs, and the massive approach has kept
the number of winter visits to a handful. But it's not just remoteness that
keeps the crowds away. The crag is seamed with wet gullies and covered in
vegetation, but with a cliff base at only 400m and lying close to th~ sea, it is
rarely in winter condition.

Dave McGimpsey, Dave Bell, Andy Nisbet and Mark Edwards got the
conditions spot on when they picked the plum objective of Marathon Ridge,
which is one of the longest, and most pronounced features on the face.
'The line and location are amazing,' Dave told me afterwards. 'There were
some good pitches, especially the wee fissure pitch on the top tower, but
there was quite a lot of standard turf-bashing too. We thought it was about
IlIA - a low number perhaps, but for all of us it was one of our most
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memorable winter days out ever.' Marathon Ridge is a great example of the
new route potential across the Northern HigWands, and mountains such
as Beinn Lair will keep future generations happy for a long time to come.

Ben Nevis
Mid February saw one of the higWights of the winter with the first winter
ascent of The Knuckleduster (VIII, 9) on the front face of Number Three
Gully Buttress. This summer HVS was first climbed by Jimmy Marshall
and his brother Ronnie in 1966, and had been admired by climbers for
several years as a futuristic winter possibility. It came a step nearer to reality
when Ian Parnell and Ollie Metherell made the first winter ascent of the
nearby Sioux Wall (VIII ,8) last season. The Knuckleduster was clearly going
to be a harder proposition, so it was no surprise when it was snapped up by
Steve Ashworth and Blair Fyffe on 12 February. Ashworth is well known
for his series of very difficult Lake District routes and Fyffe had an excellent
season with a string of good new routes from Glen Coe to the North-West.
'It felt good to get the first winter ascent of such an obvious and independent
line as this one,' Fyffe wrote afterwards. 'Climbers have finally begun
exploiting the massive potential for mixed climbing on Ben Nevis, which
traditionally has been an ice venue.' The route was not without its risks. A
previous attempt by another team a couple years before resulted in a long
fall where the leader broke several bones and was knocked unconscious.
They graded the route VIII,9 and Ashworth commented that it was harder
than Unicorn in Glen Coe.

The season stepped into top gear during the International Winter Meet
at the end of February. These bi-annual meets have become established
dates on the world mountaineering calendar. This year, 4S international
guests from 22 countries teamed up with 30 UK hosts for six days of winter
climbing based at Glenmore Lodge. Unfortunately a major thaw set in a
few days before the event began, and winter climbing conditions for the
first two days were close to non-existent. Apologetic hosts led bewildered
guests up wet rock in the Northern Corries and soggy ice on Ben Nevis,
but against all the odds, the weather cooled down through the week leading
to a superb final day.

Ben Nevis was the venue of choice, and Coire na Ciste saw one of the
most impressive displays of mixed climbing ever seen in Scotland. The pace
was breathtaking. Steve Ashworth and Nils Nielsen from Norway climbed
the 1990s test-piece Darth Vader (VII,8), followed by The Sorcerer (VII,8), a
new line up the front face of the Lost The Place Buttress, before racing up
Thompson's Route (IV,4) to warm down! Fellow Norwegian Bjorn Artun
and Tim Blakemore had a similarly impressive day with Albatross (VI,S),
one of the most prized routes on Indicator Wall, followed by Darth Vader.
Nearby, Stuart McAleese and Tomaz Jakofcic from Slovenia climbed
Cornucopia (VII. 9), and Es Tressider and Paul Sab from Germany made an
ascent of Stringfellow (VI,6).



134. Blair Fyffe on the first winter ascent of The Knuckleduster (VlII,9)
on Number Three Gully Buttress, Ben Nevis. (Steve Ashton)

Two big ascents took place on Number Three Gully Buttress. lan Parnell
and Sean Isaac climbed a line based on the summer HVS Last Stand, which
takes the blunt an~te between Knuckleduster and Sioux Wall. Parnell has made
this part of Nevis his own after the second ascent of Arthur a couple of
seasons ago and first winter ascent of Sioux Wall last year. This knowledge
proved vital in putting together the intricate line of Curly's Arere (VIII,8).
Just to the right, Freddie Wilkinson and Rok Zalokar made the third ascent
of Sioux Wall (VIII,8).

Next door, Viv Scott and Domagoj Bojko from Croatia climbed Salva
Mea (VIII,8), the hanging chimney just left of the icicle of South Sea Bubble.
The route starts up the lower ramp of South Sea Bubble and continues up a
hidden slot to reach the upper snow funnel. Across on The Comb, Dave
MacLeod and Hiroyoshi Manome and Katsutaka Yokoyama from Japan
tip-toed up Isami (VIII,8), the conspicuous hanging groove to the left of
The Good Groove. This had been stared at longingly by several teams over
the years waiting for the requisite amount of ice, but Macleod solved this
problem by climbing it as a thin mixed climb. Three new Grade VIIIs
climbed the same day in the same corrie is unprecedented in Scotland, and
says everything for the immaculate mixed climbing conditions that day,
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and the enthusiasm and skill of the guests and hosts. The Scottish mountains
put on such a good show on the final day of the meet, and everyone went
home with huge smiles. 'Mixed conditions on the Ben were outstanding,'
Ian Parnell enthused afterwards. 'They were perhaps the best I've seen.
The BMC winter meet was a superb advert for the chase, both frustrating
and rewarding, for the fickle and elusive proper Scottish conditions.'

In late March, a second high-pressure system centred over Scandinavia
sucking in cool easterly winds. This is the late season weather scenario that
ice climbers drool over, because the clear skies and frosty nights coupled
with warm daytime temperatures are perfect for building ice on the higher
Ben Nevis routes. Teams were quick to take advantage of the superb ice
with ascents of Sickle, Orion Direct and AstralHighway. It was quickly realised
that some of the Ben's most highly prized thin face routes such as Riders on
the Storm on Indicator Wall and The Great Glen on Gardyloo Buttress were
in superb condition. The quality of the soft plastic ice was fantastic, with
first time placements that gripped axe picks and front points like glue.

The new route action centred on 1ndicator Wall. lain Small and Blair
Fyffe made an early repeat of the much-prized Stormy Petrel (VII,6), taking
a more direct variation up a thinly iced groove in the centre of the route.
Before setting off, Fyffe tipped off Ian Parnell and Viv Scott that there was
a direct start to his route The Rhyme of the Ancient Mariner still waiting to be
done. Parnell quickly despatched this difficult VII, 7 variation that avoided
the cunning detour on the original line, and then continued up the original
line to make the second ascent. Next day, Andy Benson, Rich Cross and
Dave Hollinger repeated Parnell and Scott's direct line and confirmed its
superb quality. With three difficult pitches straight up the centre of the wall
this is one of the great modern mixed climbs on the mountain. The following
day, fresh from his success on Stormy Petrel, lain Small teamed up with me
to climb the thin overlapping grooves to the left of Albatross. Arctic Tern
(VII,S) starts just left of Albatross, passes the smooth slab of Fascist Groove
before climbing a spectacular tiered ramp system on centimetre-thick ice
before finishing up the upper rib. Eager to capitalise on the exceptional
conditions, the route saw two repeats within a week.

On the descent, Small noticed a discontinuous ice smear hanging down
the very steep pillar between Riders of the Storm and Albatross, so a week
later, on 1 April, we returned to climb Ship ofFools (VIII, 7). After the intro
ductory rib, the route takes the very narrow sinuous groove right of Riders
to bypass the huge roof in the lower section of the pillar. It then continues
up the crest of the pillar via difficult mixed to finish up the vertical ice arete
left of the exit gully of Le Nid d'Aigle. Ian's lead of the crux section pulling
through overlapping slabs on discontinuous, hollow, one centimetre-thick ice
was one of the finest leads I have ever witnessed. The pitch collapsed as I
followed it, and next day a slow thaw started, so this one will have to wait
for another exceptional ice build-up to see a repeat.
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Cairngorms
The most difficult ascent of the season took place on 2 March when Guy
Robertson and Rich Cross made the first winter ascent of The Scent (IX,9)
in Coire an Dubh Lochain on Beinn a'Bhuird. The pair had tried this
summer HVS two weeks previously but failed at the base of the 'awkward
ramp' mentioned in the guidebook, and gingerly abseiled off a number of
poorly equalised pieces. 'On the second attempt I sorted my ropework out
a bit better,' Robertson told me, 'and I simply clipped the poor belay as a
runner. As predicted, the ramp was indeed hard - very precarious, blind
and rounded seams - and it didn't yield any pro at all for maybe 20 feet or
so, when I placed a hook in some turf. I'm not really one for big grades, but
this is certainly amongst the most committing bits of climbing I've ever
done. In retrospect it was pretty difficult to justify, so it's well protected
crack lines for me from now on! It's a bit of a shame about the boldness in
some ways as it's genuinely a really nice, cunning line up an impressive
buttress in a wonderful setting.'
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